GOVERNMENT OF PUDUCHERRY
OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER (EXCISE)

No. 40/DCE/Squad/2020

Date: 11 June 2020

CIRCULAR

SUB : MAINTAINING SOCIAL DISTANCING IN ALL LIQUOR SHOPS

***

It has been reported that the mandatory directives of District Administration regarding maintaining a physical Distancing of minimum 6 feet and compulsorily wearing of face cover/mask is not being observed in some of the Arrack/Toddy/IMFL retail Outlets in Puducherry.

All licensees of Arrack/Toddy/IMFL retails outlets are hereby warned to strictly comply with these directives of District Administration. Any violation in complying of these directions will lead to suspension of their licence and closure of such premises.

(SHASHVAT SAURABH, IAS)
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER (EXCISE)

To,

All Licenses of Arrack/Toddy/FL-1/FL-2 Outlets